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Hand Sanitizer
Clear unscented gel, 73% ethyl 

alcohol, 4 oz (118 ml) bottle,
35 bottles/case

SAP-070584

$2.20/Bottle

Reduced from $3.45
Save 36%! This issue features the updated

Manitoba Branded Products from the
MDA Products and Services Catalogue.

See the full catalogue at:

https://mda.gov.mb.ca/mda-products-
services.html

Products & Services Catalogue updates

DISCONTINUED ITEMS – now moved over to EWay
Wedge tip highlighter, slim barrel, green .................................................SAP-054512
Whiteboard wedge tip marker, blue ..........................................................SAP-029961
Chisel tip marker, black ...................................................................................SAP-029930
Sharpie Permanent Marker, red, fine point ..............................................SAP-054520
Rolling ball pen, fine point, green ...............................................................SAP-030015
Ballpoint pen, medium point, red ...............................................................SAP-029894
Refill for security pen, 2 refills/package ....................................................SAP-052573
Post-It sticky meeting notes, 6” x 4”, 8 pads/package...........................SAP-064737
Paper, Kraft, wrapping, 36” wide x 600’, 60 lb ..........................................SAP-003620

DISCONTINUED ITEMS
Paper cutter/trimmer, 12 inch .......................................................................SAP-070699
Paper, 100% recycled, 11” x 17”, 500/package ........................................SAP-047049
Hand moisturizer, skin conditioner, 236 ml pump bottle ...................SAP-068541
Xtreme 5 Pivot Ball Razor, reusable, w/ 2 refill cartridges ...................SAP-068603
Xtreme 5 Pivot Ball Razor blades, 4 cartridges/package .....................SAP-068602
Foam container, hinged lid, one compartment, 150/case .................SAP-052880
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Notebooks and Portfolios
Manitoba Branded Notebook
Natural coloured recycled cardboard with Manitoba 
logo on front, 5½” W x 7” H x 1” D, spiral bound, black 
elastic cord closure, black pen loop holds matching 
pen, includes 70 sheets of lined recycled paper.
(A) SAP-060135......................................$6.37 Each

Manitoba Branded Portfolio
A great idea for your next meeting! Black bonded
leather with stitching, silver Manitoba logo on front,
two business card holders, three storage pockets,
pen and paper pad included.
(B) SAP-051310....................................$25.38 Each

Notebook Portfolios
Legal notebook portfolio, black koskin material
with silver Manitoba logo on front, zipper around
three sides, full length outside zippered pocket,
pen and legal size paper pad included, various inner 
compartments/pockets with accordion pocket for
files, 16” W x 12” H x 1¾” D.
(C) SAP-063517....................................$33.00 Each

Notebook portfolio, black bonded leather with 
stitching, Manitoba logo embossed on front silver 
button, zipper around three sides, pen and letter size 
pad included, various inner compartments/pockets,
10” W x 12½” H x 1” D.
(D) SAP-060016....................................$58.74 Each

Keepsakes and Everyday Items
Manitoba Branded Golden Boy Paper Weight
Features a scale replica of the Golden Boy encased
in a clear Lucite. Crafted from the copper originally
used to cover the dome of the Manitoba Legislature
in 1919. Includes historical information card. An ideal 
keepsake to present dignitaries visiting Manitoba or
as a gift to promote Manitoba, 3½” tall.
(E) SAP–050594.........................................$59.15/Each

Tote Bag
Grey/black non-woven polypropylene flat tote
bag with Manitoba logo, featuring an open main
compartment, front zippered pocket, reinforced
binding and handles for added durability,
16½” W x 12½” H x 3¼” D.
(F) SAP–063613............................................$4.50/Each

Manitoba Branded Lanyard
Black cord with white Manitoba Buffalo logo,
printed on both sides, breakaway strap when
tension applied, 5/8” W, bull dog clip, 10/pkg.
(G) SAP–051307.......................................$24.50/Pkg
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Manitoba Branded Office Essentials
Flash Drive
Drive folds into a protective aluminum cover with 
laserengraved Manitoba logo, 8 GB of memory,
2¼” long, aluminum and ABS plastic.
(A) SAP–063516...............................................$9.56/Each

Sticky Notes with Manitoba Branded Cover
Spiral bound pad with sticky sheets and note flags,
25 of each colour (blue, orange, green, pink, yellow),
2” x 3”, natural colour recycled cardboard cover with
Manitoba logo, elastic bound closure.
(B) SAP–059187...............................................$2.85/Each

Folder Kit – PSF-55
With flaps and cut lines to insert business cards,
white, gloss finish, colour Manitoba logo, 9” x 12”.
(C) SAP–030351...............................................$0.71/Each

Manitoba Branded Ruler
6” ruler, imperial/metric, white with black and green
Manitoba logo on front of ruler, made of recycled 
plastic, 6¼” x 1¼”.
(D) SAP–059050...............................................$0.93/Each

Manitoba Branded Pens and Refills
Ballpoint pen, push action function, blue ink,
plastic with translucent black coloured finish,
metallic chrome trim and black comfort grip,
Manitoba buffalo logo, matching clip.
(E) SAP–062106...............................................$1.34/Each

Retractable ballpoint pen, black ink, metallic
chrome trim and decorative black comfort grip,
with Manitoba buffalo logo, suede pouch.
(F) SAP–061366...............................................$3.88/Each

Refill for SAP–061366, 100 meters of writing,
black ink.
(G) SAP–057572...............................................$1.95/Each

Refill for SAP–061366, 100 meters of writing,
blue ink.
(H) SAP–054959...............................................$1.95/Each
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